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EDITORIAL

^

....

Heated argument in Portugal on the East Timor policy of the Socialist government in
1975- its associated claims of Australian governments conspiring with others to acqui-

esce'in an Indonesian invasion and a former diplomat's outburst on the deaths of five

Australian journalists at Balibo in 1975 have sparked widespread debate in Australia.

But the importance of these events is overshadowed by the situation in East Timor today.
impeccable sources associated with the Dili Catholic Church describe a new
military offensive in the territory and predict a new famine by the end of 1981 - a
direct consequence of the offensive. These claims are supported by independent
observers (seepages 3-5). It also appears that even the small pro-integration elite
is becoming disaffected with the nature of Indonesian administration (pages 6-8).
We can only conclude that the latest military operation in East Timor is another stage
in the process of gross mistreatment of the East Timorese by the Indonesian government.
Small wonder that the East Timorese have what was called by a Catholic newsagency,

a

visceral hatred of everything Indonesian".

The current situation in East Timor makes a mockery of Australian Prime Minister Malcolm
Eraser1 s call for "North-South dialogue". You can't get any more north-south than East
Timor and Australia.

The situation makes a mockery of the defence of integration main

tained by that small Australian trio of B.A. Santamaria, Gough Whitlam and Heinz Arndt.
It makes a mockery of the sniping between Left and Right in Portugal and it makes a

mockery of anyone who claims that there is a future for the East Timorese as part of
the present-day Republic of Indonesia.

Whether the debate in Portugal will finally lead to some principled actions by all

parties in that pountry to defend the Timorese or whether we are seeing the death throes
of any continued interest in the issue,

remains to be seen.

While the policy of the Australian Labor party has improved since 1975, the spectre of
the Whitlam government's performance lurks in the background. The A.L.P., the Democrats
and those few Government senators working for a Senate enquiry on the issue will have

to co-operate closely. Such an enquiry could help turn the tide in Canberra and the
Government has already made its first moves to prevent it starting.

What is clear is that despite, and because of, enormous suffering by the East Timorese,
they maintain their desire for freedom from a cruel occupation. It is also clear that
there remains in Australia a widespread opposition to the occupation and Australian
government policy on the issue. The unhappy truth is however, that all the literature
and United Nations resolutions etc. have so far failed to stop Indonesian bullets. The
East Timorese have maintained their resistance and suffered their tragedy in isolation.
It is as important as it has ever been, to strengthen the defence of the East Timorese.
(20 Oct. 1981)
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NEW INDONESIAN OFFENSIVE
A major Indonesian military offensive and a prediction of renewed famine is the latest
startling news from East Timor.

Impeccable sources associated with the Dili Catholic Church have described the offensive,
called Operas! Keamanan (Operation Security) in letters which reached Australia in midSeptember.
T.I.S. has seen the original documents.
According to these sources, practically all males in the territory, aged 15-50 years,
have been forced to join forces with ABRI (Indonesian armed forces) to "chase the
Fretilin and their families hiding in the mountains and forest". The operation, being
conducted all over East Timor but particularly in the Mt Matabian region, aims to push
Fretilin from the eastern and western districts onto the plains of Manatuto district
where "they will be rounded up by the army". (1)
Under the headline, "The worst situation in the world", a news report of the Hong Kong

based Union of Catholic Asia Newsagency (UCAN) claimed that males from ages 12-55 ("some
older, some younger") were involved. The UCAN correspondent in Jakarta had got his

information

from 'non-partisan sources'.who have had 'daily experience of conditions'

in East Timor.(2)

Another Dili Church source, in a letter carried by hand out of East Timor, claims both
men and women, aged 9-60 years, are forced to fight Fretilin "who are our brothers in
the bush".
A

(3)

"FENCE OF LEGS"

The strategy employed by the Indonesian army is known as "Pagar Betis1
legs'.

or-'fence of

It is described by the UCAN correspondent:

"The Indonesian army is driving large groups of the male population in long,
sweeps through the mountains to eliminate the remaining guerillas
(My)
informants conservatively estimate the total (number of East Timorese involved)
at 50,000.
They march in groups of twelve ahead of Indonesian soldiers like
African beaters for White hunters.

They are ordered to look for guerillas,

shout when they see them and even engage them in struggle.

(It is claimed)

these human lures are not armed....; •"

According to the UCAN report, a similar tactic was used successfully against Moslem
guerillas in West Java in 1956, but in that operation, the report notes, the army

EAST

TIMOR

"OPERASI KEAMANAN"

TIS Mxp
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had the support of the population. In East Timor, it says, the army "reportedly faces
hostile people deeply committed to independence and to the rebels in the mountains".
One Dili Chuch source said the operation was due to end in mid-September. By late

August, he reported, some Fretilin members and Indonesian military had been killed.
Some Fretilin people had been arrested though some had also "sneaked through the
fence".

Both Dili Church sources mentioned Atauro as a prison island. One of the sources claimed
that all the relatives of known Fretilin members were being rounded-up by the military
and shipped to Atauro and two other un-named islands.

According to this same source, "success or failure (in this operation) will be decisive
for the career of the local military commander (General Radjaguguk)".
OFFICIAL DENIALS CONTRADICTED BY JAKARTA NEWSPAPER

Responding to a press release on the offensive by Fretilin's Abilio Araujo in Lisbon,
and ignoring the actual sources of information, Foreign Affairs officials in Jakarta
issued their standard denials.

The reports, these officials claimed, were simply

Fretilin propaganda - an annual event directed at forthcoming United Nations discussion
of the East Timor issue. The officials denied there was any offensive in East Timor. (4)

Unfortunately for those Indonesian officials, they have been "scooped" by one of their
own newspapers.

The September 1 edition of Kompas, a leading Jakarta daily, mentioned an ongoing
military operation in East Timor. The information supplied is consistent
with the descriptions given by the Dili

Church sources.

Kompas correspondent Julius Pour, who visited East Timor in August, wrote that "since
the beginning of August, about 35,000 people from the government district of Baucau
have been helping ABRI to pacify the district."

It is no surprise that Pour makes no mention of the East Timorese being forced to take
part in the operation - in fact he believes they are willingly involved. Nonetheless,
his report clearly contradicts Jakarta's claim that there is no offensive.

It is worth noting that Jakarta's most recent reaction falls short of outright denial.
In a note to the Australian government on October 15, the Indonesian government simply
described the reports as "sensational". (5)
NEW FAMINE PREDICTED

The military operation, involving as it does so many able-bodied males, may give rise
to a new famine "either late this year or early next year", Dili Church sources predict.

The sources point out that land is normally prepared for planting corn crops before the
onset of the rainy season (October-November). This land preparation has not occurred
because the men have been drafted into the military operation.

Even if the East Timorese on the operation have returned to their villages by mid-

September, there is every chance they will be too weak to work because of the condit
ions they have had to endure in the countryside.
TOO WEAK TO WORK

One source claimed that while on the operation, many men "get sick and die from mal

nutrition and hunger".

The source reported that the central army command had shipped

supplies for the people participating in the action but in many cases, the food is not
received so the East Timorese are forced to scavenge for food in the bush and in the
villages they pass through.

According to the UCAN correspondent, the East Timorese on the operation "have no mediDIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com
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cine or food

They move 3-4 kilometres per day on marches lasting months, and many

reportedly have died from hunger and malaria.

They sleep where they can, protecting

themselves from rain under trees or rocks".

Even Kompas

correspondent Julius Pour made veiled references to the lack of food
supplies for the East Timorese on the operation. He quoted an Indonesian army officer
in the foothills of Mount Matabian with "hundreds of village people" as saying: "I am

a member of the military and if I go hungry - its part of my job. But the people who
are with us are far away from their villages and their families."

Pour also quoted an Indonesian military commander, Lieut.-General Wiyoga Atmodarminto
as saying: "... I am going to suggest to the senior officials that the logistics of
sending food to the people and to the army personnel has to be improved

It should

never arrive late".

Ohis is a clear confirmation, from Indonesian army sources in East Timor, of Dili Church
claims that East Timorese on the operation have not been given adequate food -supplies.
The stark conclusion of one of those Church sources needs no comment:

"The news is very saddening.

Our endeavours to promote socio-economic

activities has come to a dead end

Another famine and starvation

is most likely forthcoming in the forseeable future."

SOURCES; 1. Private communication, 8 September 1981.

30 September 1981.

2. UCA News, Despatch No. 109,

3. Private communication, undated (approx. mid-September).

4. A.B.C. Radio news, 4 October 1981.

5. The Australian , 16 October 1981.

CATHOLIC CHURCH BODIES TAKE STAND
Roman Catholic Justice and Peace organisations in Australia and the USA have called for
self-determination in East Timor.

Bishop William Murray, chairman of the Australian Catholic Commission for Justice and
Peace, wrote to the United Nations Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim supporting Portuguese

government proposals for the establishment of a special U.N. commission to examine the
East Timor problem.

Recalling the CCJP's continuing interest in East Timor, Bishop Murr^rr wrote that "five
-5DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT:
http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

years after the invasion. East TirBr is'^
ese people remain oppressed and in need of the basic necessities of life".

East Timor

Bishop Murray concluded by saying that the OCJP considers "that a just settlement in
East Timor can only be achieved pursuant to a genuine act of self-determination by the
East Timorese people themselves''-1.

According to Rev. Thomas Marti, director of the Justice and Peace Office of the Maryknoll
order in the USA, Indonesian government action in East Timor "has to be one of the most
blatant and overt violations of human rights in recent years". Also urging Waldheim to
seek a solution to the East Timor problem, Fr Marti said that "the tragedy inflicted by

the Indonesian government on the East-Timorese people since (the invasion) must certainly
be considered genocidal".

Both organisations have also sent letters to the Portuguese government %b 'encourage
efforts to achieve self-determination for the East Timorese.

(Sources:

,

'•"•..'

CCJP letter to United Nations dated 8 July 1981; letter to Portuguese govern-

ment dated 6 July 1981. Maryknoll Justice and Peace letters to United Nations
and Portuguese government both dated 1 June 1981.)

DILI 'GOVERNMENT' COMPLAINS
After six years the East Timorese are receiving no benefits from the Indonesian

occupation and are suffering brutalities including torture and murder. These claims
are not new, but their source is: a report by the'Indonesian-appointed 'Regional
People's Representative Assembly of East Timor' (DPRD).
In the report, sent to President Suharto and other senior government officials,
the DPRD expresses its total support of the Indonesian government and its integration
of East Timor in very extreme language.
For instance, the integration is described as
being the consequence of "the desire that exploded within the breasts of the sons and

daughters of the region of East Timor, which was accepted at the right moment by ...
Bapak Suharto". The DPRD is concerned to defend the appointed Governor, emphasize
the general uneasiness felt throughout the country, and point the finger at "a'mere
handful of individuals" who are particularly responsible for "murders without due

process of the laws concerning investigation", torture and usurping their authority.
While detailing the problems which are the cause of the report, the DPRD.repeatedly

stresses its good faith in and support for the Indonesian regime; one of its main
purposes in submitting the report, it claims, is to help create,a good name and

respect for the Indonesian Armed Forces in the eyes of the people.-of East Timor.
Murders: Battalion 745 and others

The report says a "situation of instability throughout the region of East Timor",
fears and "a variety of other feelings" have been caused.by murders and acts of torture
Several undated events are cited. Battalion 745 is mentioned explicitly as the mur

derers of people "practising black magic" (presumably referring to the traditional
animist religion of the bulk of the population) in rtw6'separate' aread -Los*palos
(•some* people murdered) and Kovalima ('tens of-dnhabitants' murdered) . Tens of the
inhabitants of the Viqueque district were sexually tortured and murdered; in Liquica
district tens of people were also tortured 'with electricity and other forms of burn

ing, without adequate reason, and were then murdered by the Sub-district Military
(Kodim)'; in a Dili prison several women""were tortured with electricity and burnt

with cigarettes by some members of the armed forces who also inflicted immoral sexual
acts on them" in a situation where there are "no legal restraints and no discipline".
Economic problems: P. T. Denok

The overall economic situation is summed up in one sentence: "The economic situation

of the people of East Timor is now passing through the most tragic phase since the
beginning of the civil was in this region." The report says that reconstruction begun
after the integration of East Timor with Indonesia, and instructions and financial aid
DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

came from Jakarta; but "the people of East
Timor have not yet felt any real benefits"
from their agricultural produce. There is
a single cause which is blamed for this
state of affairs: the 'Special Enterprise1
of P.T. Denok. The report says this enter

prise is able to monopolise coffee, sandal

DEWAIT PERWAKUAK MI TAT DXEBAH TISCJUT Z
PB0PIN5I UAERAH TIHGKAT I TIKOR. TIHBH

»«»«ri 1°& _/PFfiPAn/l981.

Dili, J Junl 1961.
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wood and other products to the detriment of

fcancan jalannya Pan.rln—
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the producers. Coffee growers are prevent
ed from getting to Dili to get a good price
and are forced to sell to Denok locally at
The sandal
"a very low price per kilo".
wood, which has historic significance (in
attracting Portuguese traders, leading to
the colonisation of the country 400 years
ago) suffers the same fate and the added

Banyan bormat,
Iwuu lni lalakanlah kaai aeBperaalnnkaa kepada Bapak hal-hal

Urtentu yaoc HCifi aen«ao«wakan tarjadl dl Bropinai Tiecr Vlwr inl,
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prlbadinya dl ataa kepant lagan Ban<aa dan Hacara.
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problem that basic conservation is not
being practised.

Bapak, hnl oaaa nenantakaa hanbota/i be<l tarlakaanany* katantaaa - ka—
tantunn yane nulla dart panarintah Puaat barknltaa daofaa Prppinal ytog
naalh talla inl.
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lupa kaml uoapkan tcrln* kaalb atua aejanap perhatian Bapak.

Power and corruption: Colonel Kalangi

BEWAH PERWAmAK BAJCIAT BAEHAH TIKGEAT X

Colonel Kalangi is the Secretary of the
Territorial Region (SEKWILDA) and is supp
osed to be junior to the governor, accord
ing to his title and the DPRD's understand
ing.

• FBOPISEJ BAERAH TJMGKAT I TIMOR TIXUR

a.n. H t m )r

_.

.+

However, he is said to have exceeded

his power and did not inform the governor
of many of his decisions. The report says
that this caused discord amongst the

TEMBUSAH SUB AT KCPUTUSAK IHI PISBHPAmH KEPAU^ I

1. Ylh. Kotua DPH / KPR R.I, dl Jakarta)
2. Tth. Bapak Hanteri Dalan Neg.rl dl Jakarta)

"native officials".

His attitude to the

governor is said to be disloyal in many

3. Ith. Bapak Manterl Partahanan dan Kaananan dl Jakarta)
4. tth. Bapak Xapala Bakim dl Jakarta)
3. rth. Bapak Katu* TPP dl Jakarta!

6* Tth. Bapak Coordinator Uruaan Timor Tinur dl Jakarta)

other ways, such as sending East Timorese

7. Tth. Bapak Dirjen Soapol dl Jakarta)

to Jakarta to discredit him.

9* Itb. Para An^jata Huapidn Tk I Timor Tlmir dl Sill]

The DPRD

claims to have been made powerless by

fl, Ith. Bapak Pu^llma Kodaa XVI Udayana dl fienpaaar)
10. 1

r

1

p.-

Kalangi.

Another senior official named Azis Hasyim
is similarly accused of disrespect for the

DPRD'S

COVERING LETTER TO SUHARTO

governor; charges of gross mistreatment of women have also been levelled at him.
The
DPRD has called for his dismissal from all positions and his transfer from East Timor.

The other area of concern
report) of funds intended
made a broadcast over the
ernment national network)

to the DPRD is the gross corruption ("squandering" in the
for development projects. Along with Azis Hasyim, Kalangi
local radio station (RRI-Dili, part of the Indonesian gov
describing the "regional development programme". Members

of the DPRD made on-the-spot investigations to check the claims made, but were

"extremely disappointed to discover that they were totally fictitious even though
hundreds of millions of rupiahs are involved".

They found that fresh-water fish

projects in Manatuto, Baucau, Oe-cusse, Liquica, Maliana and elsewhere were "purely
imaginary". They also reported the construction of some offices for agricultural
services was in fact the re-painting of buildings built in Portuguese times.

The work

had been done by a relative of Kalangi, an act seen by the DPRD as a "filthy, irresp
onsible abuse". In the same context the report asks about the large quantities of
medicines which have been sent to the territory: the hospitals are severly short of
supplies, but "in the shops of Chinese merchants, medicines identical to those provided
with government assistance are available in huge quantities...where have these
medicines come

from ?

"

Lieutenent-Colonel Syaprogi is the Territorial Region Inspector (IRWILDA) of East
Timor. The report alleges that he took rice and money intended as compensation for

people being forceably moved from their homes and land.

He is now unable to perform

his duties for fear that his previous misdeeds will be discovered.
T.I.S.

Comment:

At this stage, we have no reason to doubt the authenticity of the document. The basic
claim of the report - that Indonesian military officers are a law unto themselves and
-7DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT:
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have power over all East Timorese in the civil government - has been claimed by many
East Timorese who have escaped from the territory in the past two years. That situation
has also been described by American academic Donald Weatherbee - a defender of integ
ration - who visited East Timor in mid-1980.

Weatherbee wrote that "resources and resource allocation in Timor are controlled by the
Indonesian army and central bureaucratic agencies
" In Timor, Weatherbee said, the
relationship between the military administration and Timorese civilian government is
"exaggeratedly assymetric".
In equally 'academic' language, Weatherbee noted that that in the lower levels of the

Indonesian army, attitudes to Timorese were "often couched in symbols of cultural sup
eriority and stereotypes... stimulating patterns of behavior by army personnel towards
the Timorese that are repelling rather than attracting..." (from "The current situa

tion in East Timor", University of South Carolina, Occasional paper No. 1, 1980).
On the face of it, the Dili document suggests that Timorese working with the Indonesian
government are most dissatisfied with the type of rule Indonesia imposes.

ACFOA COUNCIL CALLS FOR SENATE ENQUIRY
At its Council in Melbourne on 4 October 1981, the Australian Council for Overseas Aid

called on the Australian Senate to establish a Select Committee to enquire into all
aspects of the conduct of Australian government policy on East Timor.

Representing forty Australian non-government aid agencies, ACFOA rejected what it
called "the Australian government's passive acceptance of continuing wholesale viol
ations of human rights in East Timor* It called on the Australian government to sus
pend all military aid to Indonesia until a genuine process of self-determination has
occurred in East Timor.

In the light of news of the new Indonesian offensive in Timor, the Council decided.to

urge the International Red Cross to resume a food and medical program in the territory
and to establish a prison visitation program there. ACFOA also decided to request
permission from Jakarta for Australian aid agencies to conduct an on-the-spot inves
tigation of humanitarian needs in East Timor.

On the question of family reunions and refugees, the Council called on the Australian
government to extend and broaden its Special Humanitarian Program to include all those

Timorese in East Timor nominated by relatives in Australia in April 1977, all those
refugees now in Jakarta and those Timorese refugees in Portugal not eligible under
the existing program.

HELD OVER:

Two items - a chronology of recent events and a short critique
of the ACFOA-sponsored Commission of Enquiry into East Timor have, for reasons of space been held over for TIS #33.

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE:

Most documents referred to in TIS are available to

readers through our document "Subscription Service". Write to
us for details.
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'Whispers in the wind*

ECCLESIASTICAL INTEGRATION ?

The Indonesian vice-consul in Darwin

claimed Australian journalists "try to in
As we have noted in this column before, the terfere with the internal problems of
Dili Catholic Church has resisted integ
ration into its Indonesian counterpart.
This resistance is seen in East Timor as

a symbol of resistance to political integ

Indonesia" and said all journalists, except
Australians, were welcome in Indonesia.
(The Sun (Melb.) 14 October 1981; Northern

Territory News, 18 August 1981)

ration.

The Indonesian government would very much
like to change the situation. This was

A

NEW POSTURE

seen in President Suharto's request to

Earlier this year, the Australian Foreign

Indonesian Cardinal Justinus Darmojuwono

Minister was asked on a number of occasions

on August 20 that the local Catholic hier

whether his government would support
various Portuguese government proposals

archy 'follow the government's lead' by
joining the Dili Diocese to the Indonesian
Church.

It was pointed out to President Suharto
that it was for the Pope to decide the
status of the Dili Church. However, we
understand that the Indonesian Bishops Con

ference is now preparing representations
to the Vatican to alter current policy.

for a solution to the East Timor 'problem'.
On each occasion, Minister Street has
rejected the suggestion.

In order to stop further questions on this
matter being asked, the posture paragraph
writing section of the Foreign Affairs

Department has had to come up with a way
of not seeming to be saying 'no'.

The Vatican does not accept that East Timor So, Minister Street's most recent reply to
the question reads as follows:is part of Indonesia.

(The Advocate (Melb.), 24 September 1981;
Letter from Jakarta, late August, 1981)

AUSSIE JOURNALISTS - BAD NEWS

The Government is closely watching developments re
lating to the Portuguese proposal. The proposal is however in
the early stages of its development. In considering its ap
proach, the Government will need to take account of the atti
tudes of both the Indonesian and Portuguese Governments.

(Answer to Question 2387, Hansard, House
of Reps., 25 August 1981)

In addition to his insensitive claims on

the deaths of 5 Australian newsmen in East

Timor in 1975 (see page 10), Sir Keith

GUNS AND SCHOOLS

Shann also had a shot at Radio Australia.

Australia will provide $10.8 million in

Radio Australia, said Shann, "has not been

military aid to Jakarta over the next 12
months. This will bring the Australian
total to over $45 million since the Indon

exempt from the general decline in stand
ards of objectivity and literacy."
In fact, the few stories on East Timor that

esian invasion of East Timor.

do go to air on Radio Australia are often

Included in the gift will be another six

reworked several times by journalists to

Nomad aircraft and a

meet the requirements of senior officers

mapping project in the Moluccas. Other
military aid which could be directly used

of the Station.

Anxious to be permitted

to return to Jakarta, and urged by the
Department of Foreign Affairs not to run

any stories on East Timor at all, Radio
Australia management look very closely at
their journalist's reports.

continuation of a

in East Timor includes maintainance of

Indonesia's C-130 transport aircraft and
'advisory assistance and training'.

However, careful as Radio Australia or the

Concerning the situation in East Timor,
Australian Foreign Minister Street claimed
his government had no recent knowledge. He

A.B.C. might be, Jakarta remains

admitted that it relied on the Indonesian

unimpressed.

government for requests for humanitarian
aid and no requests had been made.

In August, an A.B.C. film

crew was refused visas to visit Indonesia
to cover the Darwin-Ambon yacht race.

-9
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(continued ...)

However, Mr Street boasted that he person

Black Africa remained unconvinced over

ally started a small school-building pro

Indonesian arguments for annexing East
Timor.
„
. e .,.
.,.
..

ject in East Timor. While few people are
prepared to question the wisdom of build
ing schools, it is worth noting that the
Indonesian government puts schools in the

(Indonesian Newsletter,._ June. .2981;

The

Age (Melb.); 13 October 1981)

front-line of its integration strategies.
(Hansard , House of Reps., 18 August 1981
and Estimates Committee A, 16 Sept. 1981)

CATHOLIC
RELIEF
SERVICES
••• • -.••'.
. •
,•.„-_*..«
• . $ _..

Armed with $5 million from tbe U.S. govern
ment, CRS-Indonesia is starting a capitalintensive agricultural project in the Loes
River valley in the north-west of East
Timor. It later plans to work on the Laclo

WHITLAM SAGA CONTINUES

Gough whitlam's one-person international
campaign to defend the integration of East

and Seical River basins.

Timor into Indonesia continues.

According to the newsletter of the Indon
esian Embassy in Canberra, Whitlam told

The project is clearly associated with the

Indonesian government's mass population
relocation program. According to an
internal CRS document, while the Loes pro
ject will be conducted in the Bobonaro
district, a majority of the 5,000 farmers
participating will come from the Ermera
and Liquica districts.

the Jakarta news media in May this year
that "Indonesia came to East Timor on re

quest of the majority of the East Timorese
people." The truth is Indonesia invaded
East Timor under the cover of a request

from a small, remnant leadership of antiFretilin parties which made its decisions

Although called Catholic Relief Services,
in this case CRS is acting simply as an

outside East Timor without reference to

agent of the U.S. government. It is not

its followers in the territory.

Whitlam , who had visited President Suhar
to in Jakarta, also noted continued
African support for East Timor at the
United Nations. He said he thought Indon
esia might win understanding and favour
from the African countries through events

such as the planned visit to Jakarta of
Tanzania's Julius Nyerere.

working in concert with either the Dili or
Jakarta Catholic Churches.
The introduction to the CRS document con

tains a classical piece of false history.
CRS tells us that following the start of
the civil war, "Indonesia felt compelled
to accede to the request of the non- Marx
ist coalition of East Timorese parties for

Gough's history is wrong and so are his
predictions.
Nyerere told a press con

-

Indonesian intervention."
(CRS document

"Project Proposal ETADEP",

29 July 1981)

ference in Jakarta on October 12 that

SIR KEITH SHANN ASKS FOR IT

.-

AND GETS IT

In an extraordinary outburst, former Australian diplomat Sir Keith Shann said of the
five Australian journalists killed by Indonesian forces at Balibo in East Timor in
1975 that "They asked for i t and they got it".

In his prepared speech to the Australian-Asian Association of Victoria, Shann alleged
that the journalists were wearing Fretilin uniforms and were in an area they were told
not to enter.

He claimed, Whitlam-style, that since the journalists1 deaths there had

been "an unending campaign of vilification of Indonesia by the press"..
Reaction in. Australia was immediate and widespread.
Shann's critics included parlia
mentarians, Jim Dunn, Shirley Shackleton (widow of one of the journalists), Ranald
MacDonald (chairman of the Australian section of the International Press Institute) ,

Canberra, Victorian and National offices of the Australian Journalists Association,
the Federation of Australian Commercial Television .Stations, individual journalists

including some who were in East Timor at the time of the journalists' deaths and
East Timor support groups.

The AJA's Victorian branch decided to establish .a permanent memorial to the journalists,
while its Federal executive announced i t had.put off a planned visit by a delegation of
Indonesian journalists because it believed the Indonesian government would use the trip
for propaganda purposes.
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To date, no one has publicly supported Shann for his comments.

The handful of Australian defenders of Indonesia's integration of East Timor will be
kicking themselves at the nature and timing of Shann1 s remarks.
'
For the record, it's important to note that not even Shann disputes that Indonesian

troops were responsible for the journalists' deaths. He is also acknowledging the
presence of Indonesian soldiers in East Timor well before the December invasion.

The outburst coincided with the anniversary of the journalists' deaths, controversy
about Australia's acquiescence in the invasion in 1975, and - most importantly - the
news of the current offensive in East Timor. All of these events are strengthening
calls for a Senate inquiry into the East Timor issue.

Shann's untimely comments have

added fuel to that call.

The widespread reaction to Shann's remarks reveal again the strong feelings about the
East Timor issue that simmer below the surface of Australian public opinion.

SOLIDARITY NIGHT SUCCESS
the presence of more than 300 East Timorese marked the success of an East Timor

Solidarity Night held in Melbourne on October 4th. East Timorese comprised over
half of the audience for the function, which attracted the biggest crowd seen at an
East Timor meeting in Victoria since 1976.

The meeting was timed to coincide with the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting.
Forty Commonwealth countries were represented at CHOGM, and their presence provided
an ideal opportunity to raise the issue of East Timor and perhaps pressure the.
Australian government into action. A committee organised the night, representing
Community Aid Abroad's Victorian branch, Action for World Development, the AustraliaKast Timor Association, the Timor Association, RAFT, the North Richmond Family Care
Centre and the Australian Council for Overseas Aid's Timor tommittee. Invitations were

sent to all CHOGM. delegations, though only the Seychelles and Grenada attended the
evening.

The programme began with formal speeches followed by songs, dancing and poetry.
Liberal government senator Alan Missen described his efforts, to prompt the government

into protesting Indonesia's recent offensive and the delays Jakarta imposes on people.
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Government Senator Alan Missen called for free access to East Timor
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-11- http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

wishing to leave East Timor.

The major task, he said, is to get an independent team

of observers into East Timor to evaluate conditions there:

lack of information is the

greatest obstacle faced by East Timor supporters. Senator Colin Mason (Australian
Democrat) outlined his ideas for settlement of the East Timor situation: an immediate v
Indonesian withdrawal, followed by a supervised plebiscite of all the people of the
territory. Mason urged CHOGM delegates to raise the issue at the Heads of Government
meeting. (At the 1980 General Assembly of the United Nations, twenty of the Commonwealth
countries supported East Timor's right to self-determination.)
Australian Labor Party senator Cyril Primmer condemned the actions
former leader Gough Whitlam who continues to defend the Indonesian
Timor. Australian policy under both Labor and Liberal governments
influenced by United States foreign policy; this was short-sighted
said Primmer, and had resulted in the Timorese living as aliens in

of his party's
takeover of East
has been too much
and hypocritical,
their own .country.

Mr Joe Goncalves, a member of Victoria's Timor Association and a welfare worker in
Melbourne's East Timorese community, pleaded for a more humanitarian approach by the

Australian government towards East Timorese wanting to come to Australia. Whereas at
present the government used a legalistic interpretation of the term "refugee1,
Goncalves pointed out that this approach resulted in the separation of husbands from
wives and parents from children. He urged the government to change its policy on East
Timor so that i t was in line with United Nations resolutions.

Other speakers were Rebecca Evans, who delivered a message of support on behalf of New
Zealand's Maori people, and Gary Foley, who claimed that - in the final analysis self-reliance was the only way the Timorese could be certain of winning independence.
As head of the Aboriginal and Islander Health Service, Foley also offered Health Service
facilities to Timorese who needed them.

An East Timorese cultural group from Sydney presented a number of traditional Timorese
dances and songs. They were led by 70-year old Paulo Quintao who read a Tetum-language poem he had written
especially for the sol
idarity night. A group
of young Chinese women
from Timor performed
two dances and Austral
ian actor Bill Garner

concluded the evening's
cultural segment with

poems of nationalist
poet Francisco Borja da
Costa who was killed by

Indonesian troops on the
first day of the invas
ion. The night ended
with a supper of East
Timorese food prepared
by the Melbourne Tim
orese community.
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